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DREAM BUILDERS 

Y.E.S. believes that the final 

and  most important key to the 

future of  our youth is to know 

and pursue 

their God-given passions and 

dreams, which is built into our  

programs. The first thing we 

do is  have them take our 

GAPS  assessment which 

stands for Gifts, 

Abilities, Passions and Skills. 

After  that they go through our 

short  Dream Builders’ course. 

CORE CURRICULUM 
Every youth of our Program is 

required to start with our Core  

Curriculum which introduces 

them  to God’s Economic 

System. Most  people have never 

learned to  operate in this 

system their entire  lives, but the 

system guarantees our  youth 

health, wealth and wisdom. 

PROGRAM COST 
Any quality education costs money  

and because we are a non-profit  

organization, we make sure that our  

tuition is as low as can possibly be.  

We have no other fees or charges,  

b.ut a flat tuition of $460/quarter. 

TUTORIAL PROGRAM 
Our Y.E.S. tutorial group provides  

free tutoring for all our youth in  Math 

and Science, including  Algebra, 

Geometry, Trigonometry, 

Calculus, Physic
.
s and Chemistry. 

CONCLUSION 
So, to conclude the matter, we at 

Y.E.S. believe that our next  

generation of youth have a God- 

given right to start their lives in a  

much better position than their  

parents, if they choose to do so. 
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• Understanding technology 

• Understanding business 

Y.E.S. truly believes that Science,  

Technology, Engineers and  

Mathematics are one of the  

three keys to the future and that  

our young executives should at  

least pursue an understanding  

of it, if not seeking to establish  

our educational business in it. 

At present, we have certificate  

academies in Cisco CCNA,  

CompTia A+, Compitia Net+,  

Electrical Engineers and Media  

Production and the list is  

growing. 

DUAL ENROLLMENT 
•Our school starts with a dual  

enrollment program. The dual  

enrollment program targets high  

schools, sophomores, juniors and  

seniors and prepares them to  

graduate with a certificate,  

marketable skills, established  

residual income, a sizeable nest  

egg and plans to go after the God-  

given dream. 

S.T.E.M. 

BUSINESS 

•Y.E.S. also believes 

that 

another important key 

to the  future of our 

youth is  

understanding and 

operating a  business. 

To that end, we have  a 

shout entrepreneur 

course  and a 90 day 

business  application 

course to establish  an 

on-going residual 

income  business 

which will sustain  

them the rest of their 

lives. 

God said we are the heads and not the  

tails; above only and not beneath; the  

lenders and not the borrowers , and our  

school is dedicated to ensuring that our  

youth are just that. 

• Having a God-given dream 

DEUT. 28:12-13 

Y.E.S 

Y.E.S. is a school founded by Life  

Transition Ministry for the purpose of  

building a sustained Godly foundation  

of spiritual and financial wealth in our  

youth by age 25. 

OPERATIONS 

•Y.E.S. operation is based upon a  very 

simply premise. We believed  that the 

keys to the future of our  youth are: 


